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The psychedelics industry is just starting to grow now from a
small base and looks quite likely to follow in the footsteps of
the cannabis industry’s recent success story. Data Bridge Market
Research forecasts that the global psychedelics market will grow
from USD 2.077B in 2019 to USD 6.859B by 2027. Looking at these
numbers that’s a 3.3 times increase in just 7 years. Growing
acceptance  of  psychedelic  drugs  for  treating  depression  and
mental disorders are key factors for the forecast growth.

Psychedelics are the class of hallucinogenic drugs that may be
used recreationally or for medical purposes. Their main benefits
are in enhancing the sensory perception, elevating mood, and
promoting spiritual experiences. Psychedelic drugs can be used
in  a  medical  setting  to  help  depression,  psychological
treatments, palliative care and as an aid to help control the
mind to be calm and peaceful.

Psychedelics  are  legal  in  the  Netherlands,  where  there  an
estimated  100  Smart  Shops  operating,  generating  over  US$100
million in sales annually. The price for 10 grams of truffles
(the maximum amount for a beginner) is between 10 to 15 Euros in
Amsterdam.  Just  recently  Canada  approved  17  healthcare
professionals  to  possess  and  use  the  psychedelic  active
ingredient  psilocybin  to  conduct  professional  training  in
psilocybin therapy. The focus is mainly for patients dealing
with end-of-life distress, but marks the first step towards
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legal medicinal psychedelics use in Canada.

Red Light Holland Corp. (CSE: TRIP) is a leader in this market
and is well advanced to benefit from the forecast very strong
growth.  They  recently  began  selling  their  premium  ‘magic
truffles’  products  (psychedelics)  in  the  Netherlands.  The
Netherlands  has  a  long-standing,  established  legal  magic
truffles market. Red Light Holland is currently setting up to
further grow, distribute and market a premium brand of magic
truffles  to  the  legal  recreational  market  within  the
Netherlands. They are also focusing on the medicinal side of the
psychedelics industry as well as expanding their global sales to
legal destinations.

Red  Light  Holland’s  business  plan  is  to  produce  and  sell
recreational and medical grade truffle products (psychedelics)
in legal markets starting in the Netherlands

Source: Company website

Red Light Holland has recently raised over C$20M, providing the
Company with over C$30M in the bank, this includes the latest
C$11.6M bought deal financing. The funds intend to be used for
working capital and general corporate purposes, essentially to
grow the business. Red Light Holland has already grown and pre-
sold their first batch of magic truffles from their production
facility in Horst, Netherlands. They are now growing a further
1,000,000 grams of magic truffles. CEO Todd Shapiro stated: “Red
Light Holland is ecstatic to announce that we have started to
grow our second batch of magic truffles, expected to be 10X the
original batch’s size.”

Global and product expansion potential for Red Light Holland
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On February 25, 2021, Red Light Holland announced: “iMicrodose
pack receives authorization for the first legal import and sale
of  psilocybin  truffles  to  Brazil…..for  prescribed  medical
patient use.” The iMicrodose pack contains 15g of psilocybin
truffles made by Red Light Holland. This marks a significant
milestone for Red Light Holland with their “first prescribed by
a physician for medical use” of their truffles product, as well
as an advancement in opening up the legal and medically approved
market for psilocybin in Brazil.

On December 30, 2020, Red Light Holland announced they intend to
make a groundbreaking investment in the St. Vincent and the
Grenadines’ plant-based wellness and psychedelics industry, via
a purchase of 100% of Mera Life Sciences LLC (‘Mera’). St.
Vincent and the Grenadines are islands in the Caribbean Sea.
Mera is developing a modern medicinal industry in St Vincent and
the  Grenadines  with  their  issued  psychedelic  licenses.  Todd
Shapiro, CEO and Director of Red Light Holland, stated: “The
acquisition of Mera and its coveted licenses would allow Red
Light  Holland  to  perform  high  quality  psychedelic  product
research and development, cultivate, extract and process, and
export,  not  just  Psilocybin,  but  with  compounds  such  as
Ayahuasca, MDMA, DMT, Peyote, Ketamine and many other natural
based plants as well…..”

On December 20, 2020, Red Light Holland announced it has entered
into  a  non-binding  letter  of  intent  to  acquire  51%  of
Psychedelic Insights in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Psychedelic
Insights currently provides psychedelic assistance to clients
from all over the world, who are in need and want to try a safe
and psychological guided experience. This includes psychedelic
palliative care, re-connecting veterans and global mental health
screening. A condition in the agreement includes an exclusive
supply agreement with Red Light Holland’s truffles, grown from
Red Light Holland’s facility in Horst, Netherlands.
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Closing remarks

Red Light Holland continues to ride a wave of success with their
magic truffles psychedelics. A 10x increase in their truffle
production following the first batch being 100% pre-sold in
advance, an overseas expansion potential via 100% acquisition
with  Mera,  a  potential  51%  Psychedelic  Insights  acquisition
(global client base), and finally, some initial success selling
into Brazil. Added to all this it appears the medicinal use of
psychedelics is making progress in Canada.

It  certainly  looks  like  Red  Light  Holland  will  continue  to
rapidly grow, especially after their successful capital raises
and now C$30M in the bank. Red Light Holland’s market cap has
dramatically increased as a result of all this good news and now
sits at C$134M. Exciting times ahead, both for the Company and
the industry.

Can  Psychedelics  Follow
Cannabis’ Lead?
written by InvestorNews | March 3, 2021

Greenlight  for  Red  Light  Holland  as
Distribution Agreements Grow
Red  Light  Holland  Corp.  (CSE:  TRIP)  (“RLH”)  engages  in  the
production,  growth,  and  sale  of  a  premium  brand  of
magic/hallucinogenic truffles to the recreational market in the
Netherlands.
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The Company is pre-revenue, with lots of potential, as it builds
out a custom, 3000 square foot growing facility in Horst, the
Netherlands.

To generate some immediate revenue and build its brand, the
Company procured 10,000 units of psychedelic truffles for re-
sale and started selling its Microdosing Packs of magic truffles
in September through existing Smart Shop operators and its e-
commerce platform. Its Microdosing Pack contains a small amount
of  magic  truffle  promoting  responsible  use,  with  the  drug
benefits  but  without  the  intensity  of  a  full  psychoactive
experience.

Distributions Deals

In  September,  RLH  signed  a  distribution  agreement  for  its
Microdosing  Packs  with  Super  Smart’s  location  in  Tiel,  the
Netherlands.

Then in October, the Company reached a distribution arrangement
with Smartshop Oss, in Oss, the Netherlands.

Finally, RLH completed a distribution arrangement with 3 House
of Smart locations in the Netherlands, located in the cities of
Rotterdam, Eindhoven and Den Bosch.

Todd Shapiro, CEO of RLH, commented, “clearly we are excited for
a  broad  and  diverse  adult  demographic,  within  all  of  these
beautiful areas, to soon have the opportunity to see our brand
and potentially purchase our responsible-use product.”

Psychedelics Industry

The  psychedelics  industry  is  similar  to  where  the  cannabis
industry was 10 years ago as it fights for legalization in
various countries. The use of psychedelic products is currently
illegal in most jurisdictions, however countries such as the



Netherlands  and  Jamaica  have  legalized  some  forms  of
psychedelics.

Psilocybin is the chemical alkaloid that induces psychedelic
effects, often found in psilocybin mushrooms (“magic mushrooms”)
or psilocybin truffles (“magic truffles”).

RLH is currently growing 3 different strains of magic truffles:
Psilocybe  Mexicana,  Psilocybe  Galindoi,  and  Psilocybe
Tampanensis, and expects to have an initial batch of 100,000
grams of magic truffles available this quarter.

Retail establishments in the Netherlands that specializes in the
sale of psychoactive substances, such as magic truffles, are
called  Smart  Shops.  There  are  an  estimated  100  Smart  Shops
operating in the Netherlands, generating over US$100 million in
sales annually.

New Clinical Market

The psychedelics industry has since gained some traction with
pharmaceutical companies starting to research the effects of
psychedelics on a range of medical ailments from mental health
to cancer.

In September, RLH announced that its science division, Scarlette
Lillie Science and Innovation, entered into a relationship with
Jinfiniti Precision Medicine in order to explore the potential
roles  that  psilocybin  and  magic  truffles  can  play  for  age-
related and psychiatric disorders.

Jinfiniti has created a blood test that can detect key factors
that drive aging and other genetic instabilities. Jinfiniti’s
fast and low cost test allows for scientists from both companies
to clearly evaluate the potential for psilocybin treatments that
go beyond what is currently being explored.



The relationship with Jinfiniti opens up a whole new clinical
market that goes beyond the recreational market.

High Profile Management Team

RLH has several prominent management executives and celebrities
to help drive its growth and brand recognition, including: Ann
Barnes, co-founder of Peace Naturals; Bruce Linton, founder and
former CEO of Canopy Growth; Tony Clement, the former Health
Minister of Canada (2006-2008); and, Russell Peters, a comedian
with international brand recognition and over 5.5 million people
on his social media platforms.

Funded for Growth

The Company had $6.6 million in cash as of June 30, 2020, after
raising over $4 million in private placement in June.

RLH is currently trading at $0.08 with a market cap of only
$17.2 million has plenty of room for upside gains.

iMicrodose Pack of Magic Truffles by Red Light Holland
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